It is not uncommon in published literature to find authors making claims of equivalence of two treatments. However, these conclusions may sometimes be incorrect and need to be interpreted cautiously. Superiority trials compare treatments to prove that one is more effective than the other. While interpreting the results of such trials, two possibilities exist -- a Type I error (finding a difference between treatments where a difference does not actually exist) and a Type II error (not finding a difference between treatments where a difference does exist). The power of the study is defined as the ability to find a treatment effect where such an effect exists.\[[@ref1]\] Power is calculated as (1 -- Type II error) and is conventionally set at 80--90%. This means that if a treatment effect does exist, the study will detect it 80--90% of the time. However, this also means that there is a 10--20% chance that the true treatment effect may not be picked up by the study.\[[@ref1]\]

Superiority trials may fail to show differences between treatment groups ("negative" studies) for three reasons: (a) There is genuinely no difference between the two treatments, (b) the treatment effect is smaller than accounted for in the sample size calculations or (c) the sample size is smaller than what would be required to detect a clinically important benefit. The sample size for a trial is calculated based on power, Type I error and the expected treatment effect.\[[@ref1]\] Estimates of treatment effect are usually obtained by reviewing literature on the same topic, by doing pilot studies or as a last resort, by "guesstimates" of either the expected treatment effect or what is considered by experts in the field as a clinically relevant benefit. Since the sample size is inversely proportional to the square of the treatment effect, many researchers inflate the expected treatment effect in order to reduce the sample size and keep recruitment targets realistic. In other cases, despite having a formal sample size calculation (or equally often, without a formal calculation), investigators may choose to recruit fewer patients for logistic reasons.

The fall-out of either of the above is a failure of the study to detect a treatment effect -- "no evidence of the effect" - when a true treatment effect does exist. However, this is incorrectly interpreted by many authors and readers to be the same as "evidence of no effect." For example, Sung *et al*. conducted a study to compare the efficacy of emergency sclerotherapy with octreotide infusion for variceal hemorrhage.\[[@ref2]\] The calculated sample size was 1800 patients; an arbitrary sample size of 100 patients was settled for, while acknowledging the risk of a Type II error. Expectedly, the study failed to show any difference in outcome between the groups; however, the authors (erroneous) conclusion was "we have shown octreotide to be a safe and effective treatment for acute variceal haemorrhage and recommend its use..." To the uninitiated reader, this paper could be misinterpreted that either of the two treatments was appropriate for variceal hemorrhage -- an extremely dangerous conclusion to draw from the available data. A *post-hoc* analysis showed that the study had only 5% power to detect the postulated difference.\[[@ref3]\] In a clinical situation like acute variceal hemorrhage (which has a very high mortality without effective treatment), adoption of this recommendation could potentially cost many lives.

Lack of efficacy of a treatment (or "equivalence" of two treatments) cannot be casually derived from the negative results of a superiority trial -- a trial with an "equivalence" design and a predefined equivalence margin is needed to arrive at this conclusion. "Absence of evidence of the effect" is not "Evidence of absence of effect."
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